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Executive Summary
Safety of equipment, operator and the environment during robotic operation is paramount. Robotics is
appearing in more and more industrial applications, while robots and robot systems are evolving fast
themselves, yet the legislations and standards regarding these topics is lagging behind. Since RoBUTCHER is a
pioneer project in employing industrial robots for completely automated slaughtering, there is also no
particular standard regulating directly this kind of application. The purpose of this document – as the first
deliverable of T1.2 – is to provide a general overview of the relevant standards (or other official documents)
that could be used as guidelines for development, towards a foreseen certification process in the future.
The working method withing this sub‐project was the following:
1. Understanding the complete robotics workflow in the proposed RoBUTCHER operations from the safety
point of view.
2. Identifying relevant, existing standards providing guidance for this domain.
3. Identifying ongoing standardization efforts that may provide relevant output in the next few years.
4. Overview of the literature for supporting materials and case studies.
5. Providing summary and recommendation for improving system level safety and support for future
certification.
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Abbreviations and Acronyms
AI
CHU
EC MD
EOAT
FDIS
FSMS
IMS
ISO
MAR
TR
RGB‐D

Artificial Intelligence
Carcass Handling Unit
European Commission Machinery Directive
End of Arm Tool
Final Draft International Standard
Food Safety Management System
Integrated Manufacturing System
International Organization for Standardization
Multi Annual Roadmap
Technical Report
Red‐Green‐Blue Depth (camera)
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1. Introduction
The aim of this deliverable is to prepare the technical project outcome (the RoBUTCHER cell) reasonably well
to commercialization, assuming that involved parties and other stakeholders will be interested in the TRL7+
advancement of the technology. Assessing the potential barriers and future challenges of certification and
clearance procedure of the RoBUTCHER is in the background of the D1.2 therefore.
In the EU, the CE mark must be obtained, certifying that the product complies with the essential requirements
of the relevant EU health, safety and environmental protection legislation. The approval procedure can be
managed by the manufacturer (under the legal responsibility of the CEO), or by an independent certification
body (called Notified Body, when registered in the EU). When a Notified Body assesses a system, their
responsibility is to ensure the conformity of the product with the legal requirements (regulations) before being
placed on the market. Standards and regulations have a peculiar relationship:
“Standards: Standards make things work by providing specifications (guidelines or requirements) for
products, services and systems. If used consistently, they ensure quality, safety and efficiency. They may
take the form of a Reference Document that provides details about the criteria involved.
Regulations: Detailed instructions on how laws are to be enforced or carried out and are sometimes
referred to as “rules” or “administrative laws.” They carry the force of law – their application is mandatory.
Laws: The system of rules, or statutes made by the government of a country, state, city. Statutes are
enacted by legislative body, then signed by the ranking official (President/Governor). Everyone must follow
them to be legal.” (Source: FOCUS standards)
Standards are always voluntary by default, based on an industry and academic expert consensus, codifying
already existing good practices, methods and general requirements. Nevertheless, since they often mean the
highest quality available structured set of requirements toward e.g., the safety of a type of system, standards
are sometimes made bases of regulations by lawmakers (e.g., the ISO/IEC 60601‐1 became the basis of the EC
Medical Device Directive). When Notified Bodies are dealing with a new system, they usually consider the non‐
compulsory standards’ recommendations as well during their system assessment, therefore manufacturers
and developers should consider those from the early periods of development on. In the case of the
RoBUTCHER project, this provides the rational to better understand the existing standardization and legal
environment of agri‐food robotics.
Industrial robots are programmable multifunctional mechanical devices designed to move material, parts,
tools, or specialized devices through variable programmed motions to perform a variety of tasks. An industrial
robot system includes not only industrial robots, but also any devices and/or sensors required for the robot
to perform its tasks as well as sequencing or monitoring communication interfaces. Robots are generally used
to perform unsafe, hazardous, highly repetitive, and unpleasant tasks. They can have many different functions
such as material handling, assembly, arc welding, resistance welding, machine tool load and unload functions,
painting, spraying, etc.
Standardization efforts have been extensive in the robotics domain for the past three decades1. ISO standards
have been traditionally providing guidance for safety in this domain and formed the basis of the European
Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC ‐ New machinery directive). It has been a long professional debate to
unambiguously define a robot and its components. The traditional ISO 8373 ‐ Robots and robotic devices –
Vocabulary standard under ISO first appeared in 1996, only referring to “Manipulating industrial robots”, later
1

Jacobs, T., Veneman, J., Virk, G. S., & Haidegger, T. (2018). The flourishing landscape of robot standardization. IEEE
Robotics & Automation Magazine, 25(1), 8–15.
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extended to all robots (in the ISO sense). The responsible Technical Committee (TC) 299 has revised its official
definition numerous times in the past years to incorporate all new domains and forms of robots. Their key
distinguishing factors are autonomy, mobility and task oriented behaviour. The current ISO definition of a
robot being:
“programmed actuated mechanism with a degree of autonomy to perform locomotion, manipulation or
positioning”,
wherein autonomy is defined as:
“ability to perform intended tasks based on current state and sensing, without human intervention” (ISO 8373).
In the case of the RoBUTCHER project, the planned robot system will basically carry out cutting and
manipulation tasks supported by RGB‐D cameras, AI, Virtual Reality and telemanipulation. However, the
system will be even more complex from safety and legislation aspects. The robots will handle raw meat
products intended for human consumption, the risk of contamination is high due to the presence of the guts
and intestines, and the applied end‐effectors are designed for meat and bone cutting and gripping, making
them highly dangerous for humans too. Given the current approach for classification, the robot cell of
RoBUTCHER would be considered as a professional service robot application, still falling under the Machinery
Directive when considering ensuring safety of the system.

1.1.

Purpose, structure

Safety regarding robotics operation is paramount. WP1 of the RoBUTCHER project is associated with
“assessment of autonomous robotics systems in the meat sector”. The related legislation and standards are
evolving with developments, and therefore T1.2 (safety legislation review) will assess the necessary safety
considerations and best practises in the context of RoBUTCHER. This activity will begin with an in‐depth review
(D1.2 Robotic safety and legislative review, this document) and be updated annually as the project develops
(D1.3 and D1.4), resulting in a whitepaper in the third year of the project.
This review mainly covers ISO standards, since they are globally accepted, have been pioneers in the robotics
field and commonly used in the industry, moreover ISO certification is often required by industrial customers
due to its direct linkage to the EC Machinery Directive. It is worth to mention however, that ISO only develops
the international standards, but doesn’t issue certificates, that is performed by external certification bodies.
The two main possibilities are as follows:
‐ Certification – the provision by an independent body of written assurance (a certificate) that the product,
service or system in question meets specific requirements.
‐ Accreditation – the formal recognition by an independent body, generally known as an accreditation body,
that a certification body operates according to international standards.
Beside the ISO standards, some related EU directives, guidelines and recommendations were also reviewed.
For example, SPARC (“the partnership for robotics in Europe to maintain and extend Europe’s leadership in
robotics”) published the Robotics 2020 Multi‐Annual Roadmap for Robotics in Europe (Horizon 2020 Call ICT‐
2017), which intended to help robotics related projects and developments in the EU2.
As RoBUTCHER is a specific industry‐targeting project regarding the traditional classification of robotics
projects, it cannot be classified under a current single standard’s scope. The setup will contain industrial robots
with high payload, additional automated devices (the CHU), sharp and strong end‐effectors on the hardware
part (e.g. knifes and saws), a high level of automation, as well as AI based path planning and telemanipulation
2

Robotics 2020 Multi Annual Roadmap: https://bit.ly/3p8krLH, cited 08.01.2021.
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on the software‐part. On the other hand, the handling of (dead) animals, raw meat, guts, intestines – and
basically food – will require the consideration of food‐safety related standards too, which is a topic of the T1.3
Mutual trust among stakeholders task of the RoBUTCHER project (Annex 1 offers a brief summary on that
topic). Since currently there is no standard directly aiming automated meat handling with industrial robots,
the different kinds of standards will be discussed separately.

1.2. Definitions
The clear and unambiguous use of the frequently occurring words and expressions in the robot industry is
essential in a “safety and legislative review”. ISO 8373 states that “This International Standard specifies
vocabulary used in relation with robots and robotic devices operating in both industrial and non‐industrial
environments”, thus this document will use the words and expressions according to this ISO standard’s
definitions. ISO 8373 is currently under revision (new version is in FDIS status), thus some definitions may
change during the project.
The most important and commonly used will be the following (the numbers in brackets indicate that the given
word or expression has an own definition in the ISO 8373 standard under the given numbers). It is important
to note that following this nomenclature may help, but shall not guarantee the future certification of the
system. Certification bodies (such as TUV, Bueau Veritas) are employing and aggregating all existing
documents (including standards and technical reports) when considering the clearance of new type robotic
systems. Current ISO vocabulary relies on:
Robotic device: Actuated mechanism fulfilling the characteristics of an industrial robot or a service robot but
lacking either the number of programmable axes or the degree of autonomy.
Robot: Actuated mechanism programmable in two or more axes with a degree of autonomy, moving within
its environment, to perform intended tasks.
Note 1: A robot includes the control system and interface of the control system.
Note 2: The classification of robot into industrial robot or service robot is done according to its intended
application.
Robot system: System comprising robot(s), end effector(s) and any machinery, equipment, devices, or sensors
supporting the robot performing its task.
Industrial robot: Automatically controlled, reprogrammable, multipurpose manipulator, programmable in
three or more axes, which can be either fixed in place or mobile for use in industrial automation applications.
Note 1: The industrial robot includes the manipulator (actuators) and the controller (teach pendant and any
communication interface (hardware and software)).
Note 2: This includes any integrated additional axes.
Industrial robot system: System comprising industrial robot, end effectors and any machinery, equipment,
devices, external auxiliary axes or sensors supporting the robot performing its task.
Industrial robot cell: One or more industrial robot systems, including associated machinery and equipment
and the associated safeguarded space and protective measures.
Control system: Set of logic‐ control and power functions which allows monitoring and control of the
mechanical structure of the robot and communication with the environment (equipment and users).
Autonomy: Ability to perform intended tasks based on current state and sensing, without human intervention.
8
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Operator: Person designated to start, monitor and stop the intended operation of a robot or robot system.
Installation: Operation consisting of setting the robot on its site, connecting it to its power supply and adding
infrastructure components where necessary.
Intelligent robot: Robot capable of performing tasks by sensing its environment and/or interacting with
external sources and adapting its behaviour.
End‐effector: Device specifically designed for attachment to the mechanical interface to enable the robot to
perform its task.
Gripper: End‐effector designed for seizing and holding.
Maximum space: Space which can be swept by the moving parts of the robot, plus the space which can be
swept by the end‐effector and the workpiece.
Restricted space: Portion of the maximum space restricted by limiting devices that establish limits which will
not be exceeded.
Safeguarded space: Space defined by the perimeter safeguarding.
Master‐slave control: Control method where the motion of a primary device (master) is reproduced on
secondary devices (slaves).
Operating mode: State of the robot control system.
Automatic mode: Operating mode in which the robot control system operates in accordance with the task
program.
Manual mode: Operating mode in which the robot can be operated by, for example, pushbuttons or a joystick
and that excludes automatic operation.
Teleoperation: Real‐time control of motion of robot or robotic device from a remote site by a human.
Protective stop: Type of interruption of operation that allows a cessation of motion for safeguarding purposes
and which retains the program logic to facilitate a restart.

2. Industrial Robotics applied in the project
The RoBUTCHER project aims to develop the first entirely automated pig processing cell. However, instead of
the widespread “serial” setup that is used in the semi‐automated slaughterhouses (i.e. production lines), a pig
slaughtering cell will be built. This cell will carry out all steps of the pig‐slaughtering with 2 ABB CE‐marked
industrial robot arms (according to the EC MD), a motorized Carcass Handling Unit (CHU), robotic cutting and
gripping tools, and some supplementary equipment, completely without any interaction from human
operators. From this point of view, this is clearly a robotics project, thus standards aimed to the robotic
industry must be kept in mind during the development process.
This huge change of approach in slaughterhouse‐automation brings several different challenges not only from
engineering aspects, but from safety and legislative aspects too. Robot industry is an especially fast evolving,
ever‐changing field, but since working together at any level with robots and/or machines is always potentially
dangerous, several directives and strict standards apply to robotized solutions.
In this section the standard‐identification process will be described (along with other relevant documents),
and the most important ones will be presented.
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2.1. Relevant documents
Since there is no precedent in automated raw‐meat handling or animal slaughtering using industrial robot
arms, there is no single standard that regulates every aspects of this project. To have a complete view on the
standardization of the domain, the complete list of Robotistry3 was inspected for relevant standards, along
with traditional online search engines. Automated slaughtering seems to be such a special part of robotics,
that even the Robotics 2020 Multi Annual Roadmap (MAR) doesn’t cover this field in details. The MAR is
important, since the robotics topics addressed within are getting more focused attention from the Commission
both in terms of funding and regulatory framework development.
The closest it gets to RoBUTCHER is the “Agriculture Domain” (chapter 2.4), defined as “Agriculture is a general
term for production of plants and animals by use of paramount natural resources (air, water, soil, minerals,
organics, energy, information).” However, slaughtering itself doesn’t appear at all in the subcategories
(Figure 1), and even animals are barely mentioned within the document. The only appearance is in 2.2.10.2
Food section under Manufacturing sub‐domains, where automation of deboning (which might be the
continuation of the RoBUTCHER project) and raw‐meat handling is mentioned:
“Many applications for robotics technology have been proposed in the food preparation industry,
with new applications typically concentrating on areas where there is a high level of manual labour
or where there is a need for responsive production with a fast turn‐round or where contamination
is a significant risk.
Areas considered include deboning meat, the preparation of ready‐meals and the packaging of
delicate products. There is already considerable automation in many areas of the food production
industry where the uniformity of product and high volumes can justify the investment. Where there
is a significant variation in raw materials and a high preparation overhead, or where the speed of
processing is limited by human factors these are areas that have attracted robotic solutions.
These applications often present significant manipulation and quality control challenges where
exact qualities of additives and flavourings must be made to each product or where multiple items
of differing shape and texture must be assembled, for example in sandwich making. The advantages
to the food industry lie in higher levels of adaptation to demand, improved consistency, longer shelf
life and higher levels of hygiene. For example robots can be operated in an inert atmosphere to stop
oxidation, or can be consistently cleaned to avoid cross contamination.”
In spite of not addressing the meat‐sector more than that, the statements and recommendations in the “Safety
design and certification” section are worth considering, most of them can be interpreted to the domain of the
RoBUTCHER project too:
“Safe interaction of humans and agriculture machines is one of the central preconditions for the
market introduction of autonomous agriculture. As with industrial robots for some applications it
may be sufficient to protect the work area and ensure safety by excluding people form the working
environment. However, many applications will require greater levels of safety because of the direct
physical interaction either with people or livestock. Safety will need to be embedded in the physical
human machine interface. This interface needs to be able to operate in diverse conditions.
Similarly, the safety inherent in the machine’s ability to detect its environment will need to be
enhanced by developing optimal combinations of sensors, sensing, obstacle detection and obstacle

3

List of standards at Robotistry.org: http://robotistry.org/standards/StandardsList.html , 2021.01.09
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avoidance strategies. Of equal importance is the certification of safe operation. Lack of certification
will present a barrier to many farm applications of robotics.”

Figure 1. Simplified structure of agricultural production categories2.
The subsequent paragraphs – “Hardware in Loop” and “Semantic Environment Awareness” – also write about
farming‐related suggestions and scenarios, but simulations, the planning system, virtual models and semantic
environment‐representation are all present in the RoBUTCHER project too:
“Testing agriculture scenarios in simulation is important. […] This can be mitigated by high quality
simulation. A planning system that coordinates multiple cooperating machines can use the
simulation in the development phase but can also use the simulation in the loop during the real
scenario. The building of farm models both in terms of developmental models that allow systems to
be designed and in terms of providing models of individual farms based on gathered data are critical
to the long‐term deployment of robotics technology.
A significant step ahead is possible in many robotic applications if the robot has a semantic
representation of its environment and is able to keep this representation up to date in a dynamic
unstructured environment. This enables the system to reason about the tasks it has to do to achieve
a high level goal or work within task level constraints. […]”
This document however only provides guidelines and suggestions, but – as stated in the first quotation too –
the acquisition of certifications is crucial in this sector. Therefor the exploration of potentially applicable
standards was the one of the most important initial steps of preparing this review. In this section, the robot
industry related standards are discussed.
ISO/IEC started to work a decade ago on the integration of the new robotic application domains, and within
the ISO/TC 299 Robotics technical committee, numerous working groups are active. As an initial step, the very
first collaborative robotic standard was published ISO/TS 15066:2016 Robots and robotic devices –
Collaborative robots, together with the ISO 13482:2014 Robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements for
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personal care robots, which regulated service robots, apart from medical devices. It has to be noted that until
the publication of the ISO 15066, it was impossible to have a service “robot” (robot in the ISO sense) certified
in a standardized environment, since the previous ISO 10218‐ 1:2011 ‐ Robots and robotic devices – Safety
requirements for Industrial Robots forbade any human presence in their workspace. Nevertheless, the
collaborative approach of the MeaTable concept was superseded in the RoBUTCHER by the time of the current
report (MeaTable is the predecessor project to RoBUTCHER, funded by the Norwegian Research Council and
co‐ordinated by NMBU in Norway).4
One of the most important standards at basically any modern industrial solution is the ISO 12100 Safety of
machinery – General principles for design – Risk assessment and risk reduction, the latest version is the
ISO 12100:2010. The primary purpose of this International Standard is to provide designers with an overall
framework and guidance for decisions during the development of machinery to enable them to design
machines that are safe for their intended use. The standard highlights in the scope section that “It does not
deal with risk and/or damage to domestic animals, property or the environment.”
ISO 12100:2010 also offers a classification of the related safety standards that will be used in this document:
‐ type‐A standards (basic safety standards) giving basic concepts, principles for design and general aspects
that can be applied to machinery;
‐ type‐B standards (generic safety standards) dealing with one safety aspect or one type of safeguard that
can be used across a wide range of machinery:
o type‐B1 standards on particular safety aspects (for example, safety distances, surface temperature,
noise);
o type‐B2 standards on safeguards (for example, two‐hand controls, interlocking devices, pressure‐
sensitive devices, guards);
‐ type‐C standards (machine safety standards) dealing with detailed safety requirements for a particular
machine or group of machines.
In this sense, ISO 12100 is not specifically a standard for robotics, rather a more general standard (a type‐A
standard) covering a wide range of machinery design – including robotic applications. It is also intended to be
used as a basis for the preparation of type‐B or type‐C safety standards, more specific to a given application.
Considerations listed here are mostly already built into the ABB robot designs and controls, yet it is still
relevant to follow the standard’s recommendations from the RoBUTCHER cell as an integrated system’s point
of view.
The most relevant type‐B (specifically type‐B1) standard is the ISO11161:2007 Safety of machinery –
Integrated manufacturing systems – Basic requirements. As stated in the introduction, an integrated
manufacturing system (IMS) can be very different in terms of size and complexity and can incorporate different
technologies that require diverse expertise and knowledge, thus usually more specific (type‐C) standards
should be identified for the applications. The aim of this International Standard is to describe how to apply the
requirements of ISO 12100‐1:2003, ISO 12100‐2:2003 (and ISO 14121 Safety of machinery, which is currently
inactive, due to its integration into ISO 12100) in this specific context.
A more specific, type‐C robot industry related standard that could be applied to the RoBUTCHER project is the
ISO10218:2011 Robots and robotic devices – Safety requirements for industrial robots. This standard consists
of 2 parts, Part 1: Robots and Part 2: Robot systems and integration. Even though Part 2 seems to be more
suitable in this case – since the 2 robots and additional tools form a robot system – it relies on information

4

https://www.forskningsradet.no/prosjektbanken/#/project/NFR/281234.
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presented in Part 1, thus Part 1 should also be taken into consideration. The relationship between the
mentioned ISO standards are shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Graphical view of relationships between standards relating to robot system/cell5.
ISO/TR 20218‐1:2018 Robotics – Safety design for industrial robot systems – Part 1: End‐effectors will be also
relevant for the RoBUTCHER project, since potentially dangerous end‐effectors will be applied on the robots
(Part 2 is about manual load/unload stations, which is irrelevant in this case). The standard covers the
collaborative cases too – where human operators and robot systems share the same workspace – which will
be ignored in the case of the RoBUTCHER project. Beside that, this Technical Report should definitely be taken
into consideration, since dedicated end‐effectors will be developed within the project, and the standard is
stated to be “the guidance to indicate safety measures for the design and the integration of the end‐effectors
used for robot systems”.
Beside the described standards, many more robot industry related standards were identified, however the
rest was found to be irrelevant for a variety of reasons. For example, regarding the classification of robots,
there are different standards for service robots (ISO/DIS 18646), personal care robots (ISO 13482:2014, ISO/TR
23482) and medical robots (IEC 80601‐2‐78:2019), that are obviously not relevant for the project. In the future,
the relevance of standards about collaborative robotics and human–robot interactions might be debatable
(e.g., ISO/TR 15066:2015 Robots and robotic devices – Collaborative robots or ISO/TR 9241‐810:2020
Ergonomics of human‐system interaction), when we are looking for e.g., servicing actions with the cell or new
application sub‐domains. Furthermore, ISO/TR 15066:2015 is only a Technical Report, based on it a full‐scale
standard is being developed currently.
Even though human–robot interaction will be required within the project (e.g., WP3 is called “Human–robot
interface”) it was agreed between the partners that there will be no direct physical interaction between robots
or machinery and human operators. Since all automated tools and devices (high payload industrial robots,
saws, knives etc.) are intended to take part in pig‐slaughtering (i.e., cutting and tearing of human‐like tissues
and body parts), it is evident that the robot cell will present an unacceptably high risk for any human in the
workspace, no matter how strict the safety regulations are. Therefore, the only remaining option for human‐
robot interaction is telemanipulation, according to the plans, a “cyberknife” will be developed, which an
operator will be able to directly control the robot with. At this point of the project it seems most likely that a

5

Source: ISO:10218‐2:2011
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human operator will be only allowed to enter the robot cell after all the robots and active tools are stopped.
Even then, physical protection (e.g., shielding the blades) will be inevitable.

2.2. ISO 10218: Robots and robotic devices — Safety requirements for industrial robots
ISO 10218 was found to be the most relevant standard for the RoBUTCHER project – from the viewpoint of
robotics. ISO 10218 has been created in recognition of the particular hazards that are presented by industrial
robots and industrial robot systems. As stated in the Part one’s ‘Scope’ section:
“This part of ISO 10218 specifies requirements and guidelines for the inherent safe design, protective
measures and information for use of industrial robots. It describes basic hazards associated with
robots and provides requirements to eliminate, or adequately reduce, the risks associated with these
hazards.”
While according to the introduction of Part two:
“This part of ISO 10218 describes the basic hazards and hazardous situations identified with these
systems, and provides requirements to eliminate or adequately reduce the risks associated with
these hazards. Although noise has been identified to be a significant hazard with industrial robot
systems, it is not considered in this part of ISO 10218. This part of ISO 10218 also specifies
requirements for the industrial robot system as part of an integrated manufacturing system. This
part of ISO 10218 does not deal specifically with hazards associated with processes (e.g., laser
radiation, ejected chips, welding smoke).”
It should also be mentioned that although many sources of danger and possible hazardous scenarios are listed
in the standard, it highlights that additional task‐specific hazards might occur at every different application,
these also has to be examined.

2.2.1. ISO 10218: Part 1
The first relevant section of ISO 10218 is the Hazard identification and risk assessment. According to the
standard, a risk assessment shall be carried out on those hazards identified in the hazard identification. This
risk assessment shall give particular consideration to:
a) the intended operations of the robot, including teaching, maintenance, setting and cleaning;
b) unexpected start‐up;
c) access by personnel from all directions;
d) reasonably foreseeable misuse of the robot;
e) the effect of failure in the control system; and
f) where necessary, the hazards associated with the specific robot application.
Furthermore, Annex A of ISO 10218 presents a list of significant hazards, grouped by the type of hazards
(mechanical, electrical etc.) along with examples, potential consequences and the relevant clause in the
standard. According to the standard, risks shall be eliminated or reduced first by design or by substitution,
then by safeguarding and other complementary measures. Any residual risks shall then be reduced by other
measures (e.g., warnings, signs, training). For any critical system’s risk assessment, the ISO 14971 standard
gives proper guidelines for verification procedures6.
Chapter 5 is dealing with Design requirements and protective measures. A crucial statement is that the robot
shall be designed in accordance with the principles of ISO 12100 for relevant hazards (already taken into

6

ISO 14971:2019(en) Medical devices — Application of risk management to medical devices
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consideration at ABB part, since the employed robots are CE marked, therefore had already been certified),
however significant hazards, such as sharp edges, are not dealt with by this part of ISO 10218.
From RoBUTCHER’s point of view, the most important part here is the 5.5 Robot stopping functions. Every
robot shall have a protective stop function and an independent emergency stop function. These functions shall
have provision for the connection of external protective devices. Optionally, an emergency stop output signal
may be provided. Table 1 shows a comparison of the emergency stop and protective stop functions.
Table 1. Comparison of emergency and protective stops.7

Other parts of the chapter should also be taken into consideration, such as (the more relevant titles):
‐
‐
‐
‐

‐
‐

‐
‐
‐

Power loss or change
Component malfunction
Sources of energy
Actuating controls
o Protection from unintended operation
o Status indication
o Labelling
Safety‐related control system performance (hardware/software)
Speed control:
o Reduced speed control
o Safety‐rated reduced speed control
o Safety‐rated monitored speed
Singularity protection
Axis limiting
Electrical controls

Chapter 7 Information for use helps with the preparation of the documentation (an instruction handbook),
suggested marking, suggested symbols etc.
The Annexes (A‐F) are probably the most useful parts, containing detailed descriptions, lists and specific
instructions, these can be used directly during the robot cell design process. Annex A is already mentioned,
Annex B Stopping time and distance metric offers information that is needed to be able to calculate the safe
7

Source: ISO 10218‐1:2011
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distance in applying safeguarding devices. Annex C Functional characteristics of three‐position enabling device,
Annex E Labelling and Annex D Optional features (e.g. Enabling device features; Mode selection or Safety‐
rated soft axis and space limiting) might also be important in the later stages of the project. Annex F Means of
verification of the safety requirements and measures provides a table that links the applicable safety
requirements and/or measures with the verification and/or validation methods listed at section 6.2:
‐ visual inspection;
‐ practical tests;
‐ measurement;
‐ observation during operation;
‐ review of application‐specific schematics, circuit diagrams and design material;
‐ review of task‐based risk assessment;
‐ review of specifications and information for use.

2.2.2. ISO 10218: Part 2
The structure of ISO 10218 Part 2 – dealing with robot systems and integration – is similar to Part 1. After the
introduction sections the Hazard identification and risk assessment chapter is one of the most relevant from
robot safety aspect.
The main part of this chapter is about the design principles of the layout:
“The design of the robot system and cell layout is a key process in the elimination of hazards and
reduction of risks. The following factors shall be taken into account during the layout design process.
a)

Establishing the physical limits (three dimensional) of the cell or line, including other parts of a
larger cell or system (integrated manufacturing system):
1) scale and origin for modelling the layout in design drawings;
2) location and dimensions of the components within available facilities (scale).
b) Workspaces, access and clearance:
1) identifying the maximum space of the robot system, establishing restricted and
operating spaces, and identifying the need for clearances around obstacles such as
building supports;
2) traffic routes (pedestrian aisles, visitor routes, material movement outside the
perimeter safeguarding of the cell or line);
3) access and safe pathway to support services (electricity, gas, water, vacuum, hydraulic,
ventilation) and control systems;
4) access and safe pathway for service, cleaning, troubleshooting and maintenance
purposes;
5) cables/other hazards for slips, trips and falls;
6) cable trays.
c) Manual intervention – the layout should be designed to allow tasks requiring manual
intervention to be performed from outside the safeguarded space. Where this is not practicable
and when the intervention requires powered movements of the machine(s), appropriate
enabling devices shall be provided. The enabling devices may be designed to control:
1) the whole robot cell;
2) a zone in the robot cell;
3) a selected machine or equipment within the cell.
d) Ergonomics and human interface with equipment:
1) visibility of operations;
2) clarity of controls;
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3) clear association of controls with robot;
4) regional control design traditions;
5) position of workpiece relative to the operator;
6) foreseeable misuse;
7) collaborative operation.
e) Environmental conditions:
1) ventilation;
2) weld spark.
f) Loading and unloading the workpieces/tool change.
g) Consideration of perimeter safeguarding.
h) Requirements for and location of emergency stop devices and possible zoning of the cell (e.g.
local stops or full cell stop).
i) Requirements for and location of enabling devices.
j) Attention to the intended use of all components.”
The following sections – Risk assessment and Hazard identification – is providing information and giving
suggestions about the iterative process of risk and hazard assessment and reduction. This action includes the
following steps (some of those are detailed in later sections):
‐
‐
‐
‐

determination of the limits of the robot system
hazard identification
risk estimation
risk evaluation.

Annex A of ISO 10218‐2 provides a list of usual risks and hazards similarly to Part 1, however the list is much
shorter, since in the case of robot systems, the hazards are typically more task‐specific.
The other significant chapter of this standard is the Safety requirements and protective measures, where the
main statements are as follows:
“The robot cell or robot line shall be designed according to the principles of ISO 12100 for relevant
hazards that are not specifically dealt with by this part of ISO 10218 (e.g. sharp edges). The design
of the robot system should follow ergonomic principles to ensure that it is easy to operate and
maintain. The robot system shall be designed to avoid exposing personnel to hazards.”
The chapter begins with the requirements of safety‐related control system performance, which should be
considered in the RoBUTCHER project too. There are some references to other standards too (such as ISO
13849‐1:2006, IEC 62061:2005, IEC 60204‐1, ISO/TR 23849), that define some of the expressions used in ISO
10218. The Design and installation section also describes basic principles of different aspects, and states which
other standards’ requirements the robot system should meet. Its most important section from the aspect of
the RoBUTCHER project is the Robot system and cell stopping functions, which is a necessary component of
every robot‐system. Emergency and protective stop circuits are described safe shutdown methods for
associated equipment and end‐effectors are suggested as well as warning signs and recovery procedures. A
later section, the Integrated manufacturing system interface provides further suggestions for more complex
systems. The most important referred standards in this section are as follows:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Equipotential bonding/earthing requirements (grounding): IEC 60204‐1.
Electric power: IEC 60204‐1
Hydraulic power: ISO 4413
Pneumatic power: ISO 4414
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‐
‐
‐
‐

Actuating control: IEC 60204‐1
Emergency stop function: IEC 60204‐1, ISO 13850, IEC 61800‐5‐2.
Lighting: ISO 8995‐1
Enabling devices: ISO 10218‐1‐Annex D

The Control of stored energy part should be highlighted, since the saw (either pneumatic or electric) used for
rib‐cutting stores a significant amount of kinetic energy (in its rotating blade). According to the standard:
“A means shall be provided for the control of and/or the controlled release of stored hazardous
energy. A label shall be affixed to identify the stored energy hazard. […] It is advisable that
mechanical blocking or holding control systems designed to protect persons exposed to stored
hazardous energy have control performance designed in accordance with 5.2.2 or 5.2.3 [safety‐
related control system performance section, ISO 10218‐2], as determined by the risk assessment.”
The next sections, Limiting robot motion, Layout, Robot system operational mode application are interrelated.
The describe different safety‐related design principles, such as limiting devices (mechanical and non‐
mechanical), different “spaces” around the robots (safeguarding, restricted spaces, perimeters etc.), and
operational modes (automatic, manual, remote access). Many principles described in this section should be
taken into consideration, but also many parts can be ignored, since no human operator will be allowed in the
robots’ workspace during any kind of operation.
Safeguarding section also belongs in the previous group, however due to its importance it should be addressed
separately. The section starts with a list of circumstances when perimeter safeguarding is required, then the
minimum safety distances and follows. Suggestions for sensitive protective equipment, distance guards,
protective stop triggering (tool exchange maybe) are important for the project, however some subsections
covering the safety of manual loading stations, shared workspaces etc. are irrelevant, as well as the whole
following Collaborative robot operation section. Figure 3 shows the relevant standards related to protective
devices.
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Figure 3. Relationship of standards related to protective devices.8
Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 are Verification and validation of safety requirements and protective measures and
Information for use respectively, these are similar to the sections in Part 1, but probably more relevant to the
RoBUTCHER project.
The so far unmentioned – but possibly relevant – annexes are Annex D describing the Operation of more than
one enabling device in a simple table, Annex F about Process observation (will be needed only at a later stage
of the project) and Annex G, which is also similar to the Annex F table in Part 1.

2.3. ISO/DTR 20218‐1:2018 Robotics — Safety design for industrial robot systems — Part 1:
End‐effectors
ISO 20218‐1 is a Technical Report offering guidance to indicate safety measures for the design and the
integration of end‐effectors used for robot systems. The integration includes the following:
‐
‐

the manufacturing, design, and integration of end‐effectors and
the necessary information for use.

This Technical Report specifies additional safety guidance on the integration of robot systems as described in
ISO 10218‐2:2011. Since development of dedicated end‐effectors is a significant part of the RoBUTCHER
project, this standard should be taken into consideration. Part 2 of ISO 20218 however is out of scope, since
it is dealing with manual load and unload stations.
8

Source: ISO 10218‐2 Annex B
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The structure of this standard is – more or less – similar to ISO 10218. After the introductory parts the first
important chapter is Risk assessment with topics such as Limits of the end‐effector(s), Hazard identification,
Risk estimation and Risk evaluation. An important statement is that “Limits of the end‐effector(s) should be
considered when determining the limits for the robot application as a whole.” “Limits” can refer to:
‐
‐
‐
‐

Use limits (description of functions, intended use and reasonably foreseeable misuse)
Space limits (including tool‐exchange)
Time limits (life‐time, exchange time)
Other limits (workpiece specifications, payload limits, speed limits, environment etc.)

Annex D presents examples of hazards that could be caused by end‐effectors and workpieces, while ISO 14121‐
2 offers risk estimation tools.
Chapter 5, Safety requirements and risk reduction also contains important information (collaborative‐robotics
related parts can be ignored once again). The subsection about Shape and surfaces is a little controversial with
the tools necessary for pig‐slaughtering, but still should be kept in mind during development:
“End‐effector and fixture designs can incorporate design measures that reduce sharp edges to
reduce human contact forces or pressures (e.g., using smooth and compliant surfaces). End‐effector
mass can be as low as practicable to minimize the forces or pressures associated with a transient
contact (e.g., minimizing momentum and kinetic energy). Padding and cushioning materials, as well
as deformable components, can reduce impact energy transfer. Risk reduction measures need to be
taken to minimize risks posed by sharp edges and prevent motion where edges can result in
unacceptable contact force(s) or pressure(s). Protective measures such as increasing edge radius,
increasing surface area, modifying edge profiles (e.g. chamfer), or using different surface materials,
can be implemented.”
Protective devices and safety‐related functions subsection however presents relevant and important aspects
of EOAT development, especially for the dedicated grippers.
“Protective devices and safety‐related control systems built into or associated directly with the end
effector can be used in some robot applications to reduce risk. Protective devices and control
systems can be, but are not limited to:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Force sensing
End‐effector path planning
Grip force
Speed monitoring
Presence sensing
Compliant link (between robot flange and end‐effector)
Functional safety requirements (derived through risk reduction iterations)
Emergency stop”

The standard dedicates a separate section to Gripper end‐effectors, this should be examined during the
gripper‐development tasks. This part also refers to ISO 14539:2000 Manipulating industrial robots — Object
handling with grasp‐type grippers regularly. There are also separate subsections for Grasp‐type grippers (force
closure and form closure too), Vacuum grippers and Magnet grippers.
The next section is Application‐specific end‐effectors, meaning “specific end‐effectors where the end‐effector
performs a task onto a workpiece or its environment and does not manipulate by grasping”, including cutting.
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As EOAT belonging in this group has a wide range of function, the possible hazards are mostly task‐specific
too, thus only general risk reduction methods are presented:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

Contain the hazards (e.g., guarding, shields)
Locate hazards so not accessible by the operator
Use a disable function that depends on the orientation of the end‐effector
Reduce collaborative workspace when hazards exist (e.g., zones, use safety‐rated orientation
features of the robot)
Distinguish areas where unexpected hazardous processes may occur
Alert operator before and during the hazardous process, which includes residual time after the
process has ended (e.g. warning symbols, illuminated signs, audio signals)
Use a sequencing based on conditions (e.g., temperature range, retracted blade) instead of timers
Design a layout with suitable access when using additional PPE (e.g., ear protection, welding masks,
heat‐resistant gloves)
Inspection tools such as ultrasonic inspection and camera systems
Indication(s) will be used to warn the operator of hot surfaces (e.g., warning symbols, illuminated
signs or audio signals).

End‐effector exchange system also has a short section, that should be considered if tool‐exchange will
be inevitable.
The nontechnical parts of this standard are also similar to ISO 10218, Verification and validation section
only refers to ISO 10218 (and ISO 15066 for collaborative applications), while Information for use
presents a list of necessary information that should be contained in a prepared “instruction for use”
document.
Annex A, Practical examples for end‐effector risk assessment presents mostly irrelevant scenarios
including operators (hand guiding, zone ‐oriented speed reduction etc.), but A2 Example of safety‐rated
monitored stop scenario might come up at the RoBUTCHER cell too.
Annex B gives Examples of gripper designs and their safety performance, referring to other standards, and
Annex C is the usual table about Examples of hazards, their potential origins and consequences.

3. Summary
While there are numerous robot safety standards for the traditional industrial applications, there are very few
for the service robot domains, and technically none for the automated meat processing industry – or similar.
To facilitate the clearance of the final RoBUTCHER cell, safety considerations shall follow the general minimum
hazard principle (identifying and reducing the hazards), based on the existing standards. It is likely that
following the safety design principles of ISO 10218 standards family, a systematic solution can be given to the
current system structure. Nevertheless, the chosen Notified Body for certification might have other and
additional requirements. It is reasonable to assume that choosing the maximum safety control principle of the
robot cell (e.g., teleoperation instead of collaborative control for exception management and manual
override) significantly increases the future applicability/deployability of the RoBUTCHER cell.
Should there be a need for a new particular ISO standard (driven by the red meat industry) for the regulation
of the robotic raw meat management domain, a New Working Item Proposal could be officially submitted to
the ISO international office under the TC299 Robotics technical committee for consideration via any national
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member organization (e.g., MSZT in Hungary)9. If there is enough international interest (at least 2/3 of the ISO
members vote in favour and at least 5 active members commit to delegate members), it takes 24‐40 months
to establish a draft standard, which will get voted on internationally, and can get approved within 6‐18 months
(extensions are possible).

9

https://bit.ly/362KaNV.
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Annex 1: Food‐safety in the RoBUTCHER project
Beside the safety of robots and automated machinery, food‐safety is also important in the RoBUTCHER project,
however this deliverable focuses on the safety and legislation aspects of robotics, so food safety will be only
shortly mentioned here. Food safety as an expression is defined as: assurance that food will not cause an
adverse health effect for the consumer when it is prepared and/or consumed in accordance with its intended
use.
The adoption of a food safety management system (FSMS) is a strategic decision that can help to improve a
project’s overall performance in food safety. The potential benefits to an organization or project of
implementing an FSMS are:
‐ the ability to consistently provide safe foods and products and services that meet customer and applicable
statutory and regulatory requirements;
‐ addressing risks associated with its objectives;
‐ the ability to demonstrate conformity to specified FSMS requirements.
The most general ISO standard for the project is ISO 22000:2018 Food safety management systems –
requirements for any organization in the food chain. The standard adopts a process approach when developing
and implementing a FSMS and improving its effectiveness to enhance production of safe products and services
while meeting applicable requirements. Figure 4 shows the Plan‐Do‐Check‐Act cycle suggested by the
document to reach acceptable food‐safety level.

Figure 4. Illustration of the Plan‐Do‐Check‐Act cycle at the two levels (source: ISO 22000)
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ISO 22000 specifies requirements for a food safety management system (FSMS) to enable an organization that
is directly or indirectly involved in the food chain:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

to plan, implement, operate, maintain and update a FSMS providing products and services that are safe,
in accordance with their intended use;
to demonstrate compliance with applicable statutory and regulatory food safety requirements;
to evaluate and assess mutually agreed customer food safety requirements and to demonstrate
conformity with them;
to effectively communicate food safety issues to interested parties within the food chain;
to ensure that the organization conforms to its stated food safety policy;
to demonstrate conformity to relevant interested parties;
to seek certification or registration of its FSMS by an external organization, or make a self‐assessment or
self‐declaration of conformity to this document.

The technical parts of the standard discuss the role and main tasks of the organization, the plan‐do‐check‐act
cycle, the operation, communication and documentation required to maintain the safe operation. The
standard also covers hazard control, analysis and assessment, emergency response, monitoring and
measuring. The last parts offer recommendations about internal auditing, management review and continual
improvement.
Some of the mentioned and likely relevant standards and other documents are the followings:
‐
‐
‐
‐
‐

ISO/TS 22002 Prerequisite programmes on food safety
ISO/TS 22003, Food safety management systems — Requirements for bodies providing audit and
certification of food safety management systems
ISO 22005, Traceability in the feed and food chain — General principles and basic requirements for system
design and implementation
CAC/RCP 1‐1969, General Principles of Food Hygiene
Joint FAO/WHO Food Standards Programme. Codex Alimentarius Commission: Procedural Manual.
Twenty‐fifth edition, 2016
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